The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

The Violations are based on reports provided by field workers and/or news sources.

The text is not quoted directly from the sources but is edited for clarity.

The daily report does not necessarily reflect ARIJ's opinion.
**Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army**

- The Israeli occupation Army (IOA) attacked the weekly Great Return March processions along the eastern parts of the Gaza Strip, and injured 122 Palestinians, including 50 who were shot with live rounds, and three medics. Thousands of Palestinians gathered along the eastern parts of the coastal region, hundreds of meters away from the perimeter fence. (IMEMC 23 August 2019)
- A Palestinian was wounded yesterday evening by the Israeli occupation forces on the borders of the Gaza Strip. (MAAN 23 August 2019)
- Dozens of Palestinians suffered from suffocation due to the Israeli occupation army tear gas grenades this evening at Sabastiya village, northwest of Nablus. (MAAN 23 August 2019)
- The Israeli occupation army closed the road to Ein Ayoub, and the entrance to the village of Ras Karkar, Ramallah. The troops invaded Ras Karkar and raided a number of homes and businesses. (IMEMC 23 August 2019)

**Israeli Arrests**

- Settlers blocked roads in the south and north of the occupied West Bank and hurled stones at cars with Palestinian license plates causing damage to cars and concern for the safety of the passengers. (WAFA 23 August 2019)

**Israeli Settler Violence**

- An Israeli settler ran over a six-year-old Palestinian girl in the village of Jabaa to the southwest of Bethlehem, the southern occupied West Bank. A settler ran over Jana Abu Loha, age 6, as she was passing near the entrance connecting between the villages of Jabaa and Surif, which necessitated her transfer to a hospital, for medical treatment. The entrance was previously closed by the Israeli authorities by an iron gate, which forced the child, as is the case for other Palestinian residents there, to take an alternative road
heavily used by vehicles, which puts their lives at risk of being run over. (IMEMC 23 August 2019)

- Jewish settlers attacked with stones Palestinian civilian cars driving on West Bank roads causing panic and concern for the safety of the passengers. The settlers blocked roads in the south and north of the occupied West Bank and hurled stones at cars with Palestinian license plates causing damage to cars. There were no reports of injuries. Palestinians as a result avoided the main roads where the settlers had gathered and took alternate longer routes to get to their destinations or homes. The Israeli army had also set up roadblocks on different roads in the West Bank following an attack earlier in the day against settlers near Ramallah in which one settler was killed and two others injured and attacked the P. The army blocked dozens of roads and stopped and searched cars that piled up on the road. The roadblocks were later removed and traffic was back to normal except in places where settlers gathered and attacked Palestinian commuters. (WAFA 23 August 2019)